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Stephen Cunliffe is chuffed to revisit one
of South Africa’s largest national parks
and find that it has become an even more
impressive safari destination

hen our Cape Town-based family and friends heard
that my wife and I were planning to take foreign
visitors to Addo for their first African safari experience,
they were horrified. “I guess it’s an okay place to visit if you like
elephants and not much else.” Their response, spat out with
ill-disguised contempt, told us exactly what they thought of
our strange decision. In their minds, we were mad; disaster and
disappointment loomed large on the horizon: Addo was going
to be a huge letdown for our excited and enthusiastic team of
American tourists.
But, in contrast to many of them who had not ventured into the
Addo Elephant National Park for a decade or more, this was our fifth
visit in as many years. At 164 000 hectares, Addo is no longer the
little elephant sanctuary of their foggy memories; it has evolved and
expanded into South Africa’s third largest national park.
Located in the Sundays River region of the Eastern Cape, it
encompasses a staggering five of South Africa’s seven biomes.
The varied landscapes and incredible habitat diversity
support a wide range of wildlife species, and offer visitors a
fantastic choice of game-viewing and outdoor activities in
which to immerse themselves, including horse-riding,
night drives, independent hiking trails, 4x4 routes and
river cruises.
Because this was a first taste of the African bush for
most of our crew, we headed straight to the main
game-viewing area of the park and checked into
Domkrag Guest House. With an enviable location
overlooking the floodlit waterhole, we were in for
a treat.
Upon arrival, we slid open the balcony door and
trooped out onto the veranda and, as if on cue, a large
elephant sauntered over the ridge and plodded down for
a late afternoon drink. Everyone stood spellbound by the
scene. A dramatic bushveld sunset splashed across the sky,
while the old elephant bull cavorted in the mud below: it
was the quintessential African welcome.
The sudden shrill howl of a black-backed jackal shattered
the evening silence and snapped me out of my reverie.
Ice-cold beers and Savannas were hurriedly opened,
biltong was chopped and a babble of excited chatter
erupted as people discussed their first wild elephant encounter.
Addo’s elephants were not always so relaxed and prolific.
Proclaimed in 1931, the park was established in a desperate bid to
save the Eastern Cape’s critically endangered pachyderms. From a total
of only 11 elephants, the population has rebounded exceptionally
well, and today the greater Addo ecosystem harbours around 450 of
these gentle giants.
The main game-viewing zone claims to have one of the densest
concentrations of elephants on earth.
The grey behemoths, safe from the persecution of the past, are
now free to roam their ever expanding reserve in peace.
What many people do not realise, is that the elephants share their
wilderness home with an abundance of other wildlife, including
buffalo, grouchy Black rhino, elusive leopards and regal lions that
were reintroduced a few years back – making Addo a genuine Big
Five reserve.
After trading wildlife stories around the campfire under a starstudded sky, expectations were running high the following morning
when we embarked on our inaugural game drive as soon as the
gates opened at 6 a.m.
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There was consensus that the three most
desired sightings on the first-time-safarigoers’ wish list were elephant, lion and
zebra, although “mangy hyena like in The
Lion King” were not far behind.
The dime-a-dozen “cute little water-hogs”
turned out to be a somewhat unexpected
hit, providing hours of entertainment as
they rooted around next to the road using
their snouts like spades to dig up tasty
roots and rhizomes.
The elephants were out in full force, and
we spent most of the first day enjoying
watching their animated interactions with
one another.
There is no substitute for local knowledge,
so on our second day we decided to hire a
local Eyethu hop-on guide, Headman, to
accompany us for the morning.
As well as sharing his knowledge about
Addo and its wildlife, he had a good idea
of the best areas of the park in which to
sight specific animals. He suggested we
take a longer drive into the newly opened
Colchester section to the south where
we sighted some buffalo breeding herds,
along with a small group of dugga boys
(old bachelor bulls).
We tracked down Red Hartebeest
and some impressively large eland, but
the ultimate highlight for our crew was
finding our first zebra. We even had the
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rare privilege of observing an animal
reintroduction in progress, as 24 zebra
were released from a huge game-capture
truck into their new home.
Even though the lions continued to elude
us, there was unanimous agreement that
the Colchester section of the park had
been a highly worthwhile excursion.
After the success of our Colchester foray,
we decided to investigate some of the
other activities and excursions on offer in
the new-look Addo National Park.
Guided night drives in search of nocturnal
‘critters’ are a perennial favourite, but
unfortunately the popular evening game
drives were already fully booked.
A six-hour self-guided 4x4 trail between
the Kabouga and Darlington areas of the
park sounded intriguing, particularly with
its rock art, rich Anglo-Boer War history
and breathtaking views; however, after
being cooped up in the vehicle, we were
looking for something more active, so we
skipped the 45-kilometre Bedrogfontein
4x4 excursion and opted instead for a short
morning hike followed by a horse-riding
excursion in the afternoon.
The Zuurberg section of Addo lies a
mere 16km from the main rest camp and
it offers the choice between two leisurely
hiking trails. Our group split up, with some
choosing an easy one-hour stroll along the

Cycad Trail, while the rest of us opted for
the four-hour Doringnek Trail.
Armed with a map from the park
office, we followed the clearly marked
trail through grassy Fynbos, thickets
and forested sections until it abruptly
terminated at a beautiful natural pool.
With no dangerous animals in this region
of the park, Zuurberg is the ideal place to
stretch your legs and immerse yourself in
pristine nature.
For visitors who love hiking and have
the equipment, the Alexandria Hiking
Trail is the premier hiking option available
in Addo. Named after the neighbouring
town of Alexandria, the hike sets off from
the newly built Langebos huts next to the
Woody Cape offices.
A well-signposted 36-kilometre, twoday circular trail winds through a coastal
forest before exiting onto the beach where
dramatic dune cliffs provide a breathtaking
backdrop to the sandy vistas. Southern
right whales pass just offshore during
certain months of the year and dolphins are
frequently sighted playing in the waves.
At the end of the first day, hikers overnight at the Woody Cape hut, which
enjoys a breathtaking cliff-top location
overlooking the ocean.
On the second day, the trail traverses sand
dunes in the largest coastal dune field in
the southern hemisphere, before heading
back through coastal forest to reach the
Langbos huts.
Although we lacked the time and gear
to tackle the Alexandria trek, we did get
to experience a memorable horse-riding
safari inside Addo. The three-hour guided
afternoon ride very conveniently departed
from the main camp along a trail into the
Nyati area of the park.
Although the horses were well behaved,
the riders were rather rusty, so our riding
safari proved to be as entertaining as it
was enjoyable.
Because encounters with large game are
possible – this region is home to elephants,
buffalo, black rhino, zebra and antelope –
there is a no under-16 age restriction on
these riding trails. By contrast, the Zuurberg
section of the park has no big game, so
children as young as 10 are allowed on
those riding safaris.
An overnight horse trail to Narina
Bush Camp is an exciting option for truly
adventurous visitors.
We learnt that, amazingly, all these new
activities and improvements are merely the
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beginning. Plans are under way to expand
Addo into a 360 000-hectare megapark
that will include a 120 000-hectare
marine component.
The inclusion of Bird Island, home to
the world’s largest Cape Gannet breeding
colony; and Saint Croix Island group, refuge
of the second largest breeding population
of African penguins, will add another major
drawcard to Addo’s already impressive list
of attractions.
Tourism infrastructure is currently being
developed in the coastal region, which will
shortly allow for Southern right whale and
great white shark viewing opportunities.
Add these two flagship species to the
traditional Big Five already found in the
park, and soon Addo will be the first
conservation area in the world to proudly
boast the Magnificent Seven.
Back at Domkrag Guest House after our
active day, we sat around the barbecue
passionately discussing our Addo
experiences of the preceding days. Without
exception, everyone was blown away by
what we had seen and experienced.
With only one morning game-drive
remaining, our holiday was rapidly
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drawing to a close and I could not help
thinking that if we could just find a couple
of lions, it would really put the icing on
the cake.
Utterly committed to our quest to track
down the King of the Beasts, everyone was
raring to go well before dawn; we waited
five minutes for the gate to open, then
entered the park just as the sun peeked
above the horizon. Expectations were
running high.
Barely 15 minutes into the drive, we
rounded a corner and came face to face
with a spotted hyena carrying the leg of
a Red Hartebeest across the road. After
stopping to study our strange vehicle for
five minutes, he turned and loped off into
the scrub with his snack still firmly wedged
between powerful jaws.
The tension eased as everyone
acknowledged the sighting was well worth
the early start and a fitting way to finish our
trip. Little did we know… 5km further on,
the real grand finale awaited us.
Barely 15 metres off the road at a small
natural pan, three fat sub-adult lions
snarled and growled at one another as
they tucked into a fresh kudu kill.

It was the ultimate ending to a most
spectacular holiday.
As soon as we returned from our epic
Eastern Cape safari experience, I made a
point of sending those lion kill photos to
all the doubters who had questioned Addo
as a genuine safari destination.
At first they were disbelieving; then
stunned into silence.
Later, I received a call: “So who should I
contact to make an Addo booking?”
Enough said.
Contacts & Information
Addo Elephant National Park is situated a
mere 72km from Port Elizabeth.
Activity information and accommodation
options are available for the main Addo Rest
Camp, the newer Matyholweni Camp, Narina
Bush Camp and a host of luxury lodges.
If you enjoy the thought of viewing Addo
from the Sundays River, then check out
www.addocruises.co.za.

35% discount for any booking less
Bookings and enquiries:

than 4 nights

Windhoek - reservations@nwr.com.na; Tel: +264 61 285 7200
Swakopmund - sw.bookings@nwr.com.na; Tel: +264 64 402 172
Cape Town - ct.bookings@nwr.com.na; Tel: +27 21 422 3761
Terms and Conditions
- Valid for new bookings between 1st November 2010 - 31st March 2011
- Subject to availability
- Rates are on bed & breakfast basis only
- Only SADC residents, permanent residents, diplomats & tour operator
FIT bookings qualify
- The 4 nights must be consecutive but not restricted to the same camp
- Park usage fees not included
- Rates are non commissionable
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